
GRAPHIC DECALS
will fit club car® precedent®

installation instructions 

included: tools needed:

Madjax recommends professional installation. If you choose to not have this product installed 
by a professional, we highly recommend that you exercise caution, care, and patience when 
installing this product as it involves drilling holes into your cart’s body.
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NOTE: Before installing graphics, wipe 
down cart body with alcohol wipes.

Trim a quarter inch from edge of graphic 
as shown. ( Front decal shown)

Tape graphic on cart body as shown, 
using cart trim as a guide for placement.

Scissors
Masking Tape
Squeegee (03-043 sold seperate)

2 Front Graphics
2 Rear Graphics
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(A) Peel film from back of graphic 
halfway. 

(B) Cut white film with scissors leaving 
remainder of film on back of taped 
down graphic.

On the opposite end, pull white film 
back but not completely off. Starting 
from the center of the graphic, smooth 
outwards flattening any bubbles while 
simultaneously pulling the rest of the film 
off.

NOTE: If any air bubbles remain, use a 
razor blade tip to slightly puncture, then 
smooth over with Squeegee (03-043).

Repeat Steps 1-5 on other graphics.

Use squeegee (03-043) start from the center 
of the graphic and smooth outwards while 
pulling graphic tight with opposite hand.

Installation Complete
visit www.mymadjax.com for more installation videos.

Club Car®, Club Car® Precedent®, and Club Car® DS® are registered trademarks of Ingersoll Rand, Inc. (“Ingersoll 
Rand”). Reference to Club Car®, Club Car® Precedent®, or Club Car® DS® or any of Ingersoll Rand’s trademarks, word 
marks, or products is only for purposes of identifying golf carts with which this Madjax product is compatible. Madjax 
products are aftermarket parts and are not original equipment parts. Madjax is not connected to, affiliated with, sponsored 
by, or endorsed by Ingersoll Rand or any of its subsidiary companies. 
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